we prove that, if d 2 and > 0 and > 0 are large enough, the system has (precisely) two translation-periodic pure phases when m is odd and a single pure phase when m is even. We prove that the same is true of the ground states, and establish that the ground states are singular (degenerate) and correspond to`dim' chess board congurations.
The nearestneighbor potential U is given by: U(n; n 0 ) = 0 i f n + n 0 m and U(n; n 0 ) = + 1 if n + n 0 > m ( m is a xed positive i n teger). The Gibbs ensemble is determined by exp ( (H N)), where N =
Introduction. The model and the main result
In contrast to the theory of phase transitions in classical lattice systems, its quantum counterpart is much less developed. Few models have so far been studied at a rigorous level, and the results are not as complete as in classical cases. One of the major diculties is that the analysis of the structure of the ground states { the starting point of any modern`classical' work { is more dicult for a quantum model even ||||||||| We refer to the property of translation-periodicity when we h a v e translation-invariance for a sub-group of nite index. In particular, we talk about period two when the subgroup is of index two. The ergodicity (of a state of B) is considered below with respect to the space-translation group; in a translation-periodic case it is with respect to the corresponding subgroup.
The Hamiltonian H V of the system in a nite volume V reads as Here, the nearest-neghbor potential U prevents the accumulation of the particles: U(n; n 0 ) = 0 ; if n + n 0 m; = + 1 ;otherwise; (1:4) parameter m is a xed positive i n teger. Physically speaking, U describes a kind of generalized hard-core repulsion (the case m = 1 corresponds to a`true' hard core and was considered by Ginibre [ G1 ] ).
The models under consideration are natural quantum analogues of the classical models considered in [ MaSu ] Here and below w e call y = ( y 1 ; : : : ; y d ) e v en (odd) if sum P i y i is even (odd). The Gibbs ensemble in V is determined by a standard expression exp ( (H V N V )) (1:6) where 0 is the inverse temperature and 2 R 1 the chemical potential of the system. More precisely, w e will deal with the Gibbs state (Y ) V in V; with a boundary condition Y; which i s g i v en by (Y ) V (A) = t r V A ( Y ) V ;A 2 B V ; (1:7) where (Y ) V is the ortho-projection H V ! H ( Y ) V , ( Y ) V is the density matrix: (1:10)
In the case Y = Y (l) we will use the simplied notations (l) V ; H (l) V ; (l) V ; (l) (V ), etc. Our goal is to study the w -limit lim V %Z d (Y ) V (1:11) of the Gibbs states (Y ) V : If the limit (1.11) exists, it gives a state of the C -algebra B:
A standard low-density (or high-temperature) expansion method (see, e.g. [ BR ] , Vol 2, Chap. 3.2.5) makes it possible to prove that there exists 0 = 0 (d; m) 2 R 1 such that for 0 and any > 0 the limit (1.11) exists and the limiting state does not depend on the boundary condition. In fact, one can prove a somewhat stronger assertion that the KMS-state for the corresponding derivation of B (see (1.13) ) is unique provided that the condition 0 is fullled. In this paper we consider an opposite situation where is large. The result is the following Theorem. V for l = 0 ; : : : ; 1 2 ( m 1); (1:12b) and the limit (1.11) coincides, for any translation-periodic Y , with a mixture of + and . States are transformed into each other by the unit space-shifts; they are translation-periodic with period two and ergodic. To explain the result contained in Theorem 1, observe that, for > 0 ; the classical system, with potential U; has the translation-periodic ground states that are precisely the close-packed congurations Y (l) : The classical analogue of Theorem 1 (see [ MaSu ] ) states that, among the classical ground states, those that generate translationperiodic thermodynamical phases are precisely Y (m=2) for m even and Y (m=21=2) for m odd. The point is that these ground states are`dominant', in the sense that they have greater entropy o f l o w-energy excitations. The authors showed in [ MaSu ] that there exist a bound () 0 , uniform in m; such that, for () 0 , only the dominant ground states generate the translation-periodic Gibbs measures associated with H int V . In the quantum case, the nature of the dominance is slightly changed: the main factor extracting the dominant states is the entropy of`jumps' related to the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian. Because of that dierence between the classical and quantum cases, we fail to obtain a bound for 0 and 0 , which is uniform in m: It is possible to prove ( w e do not do so in this paper) that the limiting states mentioned in Theorem 1 satisfy the KMS boundary condition, with respect to the derivation (A In Section 2 we i n troduce, by using the Feynman{Kac (FK) formula, a geometrical representation of the models under consideration, in terms of quantum contours (which are quantum analogues of the classical contours (or cylinders, in the terminology used in [ MaSu ])). In Section 3 we develop a specic scheme of polymer expansion, and in Section 4 complete the proof.
We should note that the FK formula (in various versions) was used, to study quantum models, for a long time and by many authors. We refer the reader to papers = lim !1 (1:15) which are singular classical states corresponding to the congurations Y (l) with l = m=2 and l = ( m 1)=2; respectively.
A w ell-known denition of a ground state refers to a positive spectrum condition, for the generator of the unitary group induced, in the GNS-representation, by derivation (1.13). See, e.g. [ B R ] , V ol 2, Sect 5.3.3. The classical singular states corresponding to the close-packed congurations Y (l) , l = 0, ..., m, and in particular, the states indicated in Theorem 2, obviously satisfy this condition (provided that is large enough). Again, there is an open question that these states are the only pure translation-periodic states with that property. F urthermore, it is interesting to clarify what additional conditions are needed to extract, from the whole family of classical singular close-packed states, those mentioned in Theorem 2.
The proof of Theorem 2 is obtained as a by-product, in the course of proving Theorem 1.
We conclude this section by noting that the convergence in (1.12 a,b) and (1.15) is equivalent to the convergence of the matrix elements of the reduced density matrices. In the case of (1.12 a,b) we h a v e t o c heck that, for any xed nite V 
V;V 0 (X V 0; X 0 V 0 ) stands for the matrix element of the reduced density matrix (l) V;V 0 that is related to the density matrix V (see (1.8) ) by (l) V;V 0 = t r V n V 0 V :
(1:17) The translation-invariance and translation-periodicity properties of a limiting state are equivalent to the corresponding properties of the family f V 0 g of the limiting reduced matrices. The ergodicity follows from a correlation-decay property for the matrix elements f
In the case of (1.15) we h a v e t o c heck that the limiting reduced density matrices obey lim
V 0 ; = 0 ;otherwise; (1:18) and lim
( 1:19) 2. Some technical tools
The Feynman{Kac formula. As mentioned in Section 1, one of the main tools used for proving Theorems 1 and 2 is the FK-formula. In a standard form, it may be found, e.g. in [ Gi2 ] We omit the proof of Lemma 2.1: it is of standard probabilistic character and may be immediately deduced from the`usual' FK formula (see the above references).
By using Lemma 2.1, we obtain the following formulas for the partition function (Y ) (V ) and the matrix elements of the reduced density matrix (Y ) V;V 0 :
and for any admissible congurations
Here, Theorems 1 and 2 may therefore be re-formulated as statements about the structure of the set of the Gibbs (or DLR) measures for an ensemble of quantum congurations. Furthermore, the properties of the ensemble of quantum congurations may be expressed in terms of an appropriate ensemble of quantum contours. Henceforth, we depart from the original quantum model and concentrate on the analysis of the corresponding ensembles of quantum congurations, with statistical weight (2.5). We focus attention on studying of cyclic quantum congurations X V (with X 0 V = X n V ) guring in (2.6). The extension of the argument to the general case needed for (2.4) leads to a`local' perturbation of the space of quantum congurations, which does not change its phase diagram; the corresponding technical details are omitted from the paper.
Geometry of the classical congurations. Our main goal in Section 2 is to introduce the concept of a quantum contour which will then form a base for an appropriate polymer expansion. The denition and properties of quantum contours are related to the denition and properties of classical contours (or briey, contours (iii) e 0 \ e 00 = ;; Int e 0 \ Int e 00 = ; and E 00 = E 0 ; (iv) e 0 \ e 00 6 = ;; Int e 0 Int e 00 and either E 00 > I 00 = E 0 > I 0 or E 00 < I 00 = E 0 < I 0 ; (v) e 0 \ e 00 6 = ;; Int e 00 Int 0 and either E 0 > I 0 = E 00 > I 00 or E 0 < I 0 = E 00 < I 00 ; (vi) e 0 \ e 00 6 = ;; Int e 0 \ Int e 00 = ; and either I 00 > E 00 = E 0 > I 0 or I 00 < E 00 = E 0 < I 0 .
A nite collection f i g of contours is compatible if any t w o contours from the collection not separated by a n y third contour are compatible. [ is not contained in the interior of any other contour from the collection.
An important fact is that there exists a 1-1 correspondence between the admissible congurations X coinciding with some Y (l) outside a nite subset of Z d and the nite compatible collections of contours f i g with E(f i g) = l . T o describe this correspondence, it is convenient to equip the set of the contours with a partial order determined by the set-theoretical inclusion of the interiors Int : Given y 2 Z d and a compatible collection of contours f i g, consider the contours from f i g, with the interors containing y, and select, from among them a minimal one, in the sense of the above order. Denote the minimal contour by (y) = ( e ( y ) ; E ( y ) ; I ( y )), if it exists, and write (y) = ; , otherwise. If (y) 6 = ;, then the admissible conguration X corresponding to f i g has the value X(y) = I ( y ). On the other hand, if (y) = ; then X(y) = E ( f i g ).
The correspondence just introduced is especially useful because of the following identity: X i ; i = 1 ; : : : ; n , (briey, the interfaces from X). This is a nite set of plaquettes of e Z d , and it can be decomposed into the connected components. Let K = K(X) be the number of these components. We index them by a superscript k taking values 1; : : : ; K(in an arbitrary order). Next, we partition the collection of the contours i j , from all congurations X i ; i = 1 ; : : : ; n(briey, the collection of the contours from X) i n to sub-collections, f Observe that e = e () is a unique quantum interface in quantum conguration X V () (or X()). Also note that the quantum conguration X() is uniquely determined by .
A collection f r g of quantum contours is compatible if the quantum interfaces e ( r ) do not intersect each other for dierent r's and f 0 j ( r ) : j = 1 ; : : : ; n 0 ( r ); r = 0; 1; : : : gis a compatible collection of classical contours.
The construction described before allows us to assign, to any quantum conguration X in Z d , a unique compatible collection of quantum contours (by decomposing the union [ i;j e j (X i (X)) into the connected components). However, unlike the compatible collections of classical contours, a nite compatible collection of quantum contours denes, in general, not a single quantum conguration in Z d but an entire family of them. To explain this fact, note that any quantum conguration describes nothing more than the sequence of particle jumps. A quantum contour (that has a unique corresponding quantum conguration X()) is a sequence of n() jumps. Now observe that, for any compatible collection of quantum contours, the jumps corresponding to distinct quantum contours are independent. Hence, with a given compatible collection of quantum contours f r g one can associate precisely
quantum congurations that correspond to various possibilities to intermit the jumps from dierent X( r )'s with each other. Formally, the procedure is as follows. Fix a compatible collection f r g of quantum contours. For each i and r we h a v e a family of classical contours f i j ( r ) : j = 1 ; : : : ; n i ( r ) g which determines a (unique) admissible conguration X i (X( r )). Re-index the pairs (i; r) by a single label, s, taking values 0; : : : ; n ( f r g ) ; n ( f r g ) = P r n ( r ), so that for any (i 1 ; r ), (i 2 ; r ) with i 1 < i 2 , the corresponding labels s 1 ; s 2 obey s 1 < s 2 . It is not hard to check that the number of dierent labelings with this property is given by (2.7). Given such a labeling, we construct the (unique) corresponding quantum conguration X(f r g) = ( X 0 ( f r g ) ; : : : ; X n ( f r g ) ( f r g )) inductively, as follows. where the sum is extended to all quantum congurations X(f r g) associated with f r g. [ F ormally, statistical weight (2.5) is assigned only to the quantum congurations in a nite volume. But it is easy to check that there exists a unique l such that for any s the conguration X s (X(f r g)) coincides with Y (l) outside some nite V . Substituting this V and Y = Y (l) into (2.5), we get a correct expression for w(X(f r g)).] Obviously, the statistical weight is the same for each quantum conguration X(f r g) associated with f r g. Moreover, . Now, for any l, expression (2.6) can be re-written as
(2:12)
The external factor exp (( 1)jY V j) in (2.6) (and exp
( 1)jY (l) V j in (2.12)) may be omitted, and we use the previous notation for the partition functions with this factor canceled.
Denoting, for a classical contour = ( e ;E;I), jjjj = je j j E I j ; (2:13) and for a compatible collection of contours f j g, jjf j gjj = X j jj j jj;
(2:14)
we obtain, by virtue of (2.8), the following lemma. (2:16) Formula (2.16) provides the so-called contour representation of the partition function: it allows us to introduce the ensemble of quantum contours in V . This is the starting point of a polymer expansion used for proving Theorems 1 and 2. In the next section we derive an appropriate scheme leading to this expansion, and in Section 4 complete the proof.
3. A polymer expansion for abstract contour models and its application to contour models on Z d
Formally, the content of this section does not depend on that of Sections 1 and 2. However, we use a notation and terminology that provide a transparent connection with the preceding section and serve as a prototype for Section 4.
Abstract contours. Consider a countable set the elements of which are called (abstract) contours and denoted ; 0 , ets. A nite subset of is denoted by . W e x some reexive and symmetric relation 6 on . A pair ; 0 2 is called incompatible if 6 0 and compatible if not 6 0 (i.e. 0 ). A collection fe i g of contours is called compatible if any pair of its contours is compatible. We assign to every contour a (generally speaking) complex-valued statistical weight w(), and for every dene an (abstract) partition function
where the sum is extended to all compatible collections of contours i 2 . The empty collection is compatible by denition, and it is included in Z() with statistical weight 1. A polymer is an (unordered) nite collection, = [ e i i ], of dierent contours i 2 taken with positive i n teger multiplicities i , such that for every pair 0 ; 00 2 there exists a sequence 0 = i 1 ; i 2 ; : : : ; i k = 00 2 with i j 6 i j+1 ; 1 j < k . The notation used below is self-explanatory. Our result can be formulated as follows. where graph T() is dened like G(), with an additional requirement to be a tree. Observe that quantity in the right-hand side of (3.9) is equal to
(3:10) where the sum is over nite labeled t r e es T with the following properties:
(i) for every vertex v 2 T, there is a contour 0 associated with v (we write this as 0 = l(v) and call 0 a label of vertex v); (ii) for any edge of T the contours labeling the vertices adjacent to this edge are incompatible;
(iii) there exists a vertex v 2 T labeled by .
Note that two labeled trees are considered isomorphic (and not distinguished) i there is a 1-1 map, from the vertex set of one labeled tree onto that of another one which preserves both the adjacency and the labeling.
For every labeled tree T we x one of the vertices, with label a s a r o o t r ( T ). Such trees are called -rooted labeled trees. For a given -rooted labeled tree T denote by (T) the total number of vertices of T labeled by . Expression (3.10) is then equal to
where the sum is over the -rooted labeled trees. The factor 1 (T) appears because two -rooted labeled trees are now considered the same i there is a 1-1 map from the the vertex set of one tree onto that of another one which takes the root of one tree to that of another one and preserves both the adjacency and the labeling. Obviously, We dene the level of a vertex v of a rooted tree T as the length of the path from r(T) to v; the highest level n(T) in T is the maximal length of the paths from r(T) to the leaves of T. In the sequel, when speaking about an edge (v;v 0 ) o f a rooted tree T, w e assume that the level of vertex v (the beginning of the edge) is one less than the level of vertex v 0 (the end of the edge).
The edges of -rooted tree T can be uniquely decomposed into bunches. A bunch is dened as a set of edges having a common beginning, at some vertex v, and a single contour 0 labeling their ends (we s a y that a bunch grows from v and is labeled by 0 ). To make the partition unique, one should include, in every bunch, a maximal (3:21) which proves (3.6). Bound (3.7) can be proved in an analogous way.
We will apply general Theorem 3.1 to various contour models on lattice Z d . Our aim here is to derive some general assertions, which are then applied to the specic situation of the quantum system under consideration. The corresponding contour model deals with complicated geometrical objects, and to make the whole exposition easier, we begin with somewhat simpler models. More precisely, w e derive a series of statements for contour models of increasing complexity, with each model being a natural generalization of the previous one. Contour models of such t ype usually serve to describe two-phase physical models, with one phase dominating another. The simplest example is the Ising model with the external magnetic eld. To see the correspondence, suppose that the eld is positive and x the + boundary condition. Then bulky contours e are connected clusters of the 's in a sea of the +'s. Parameters p, q in this case are the coupling constant and the magnetic eld, respectively.
The following statement is a corollary of Theorem 3. The last bound is valid because for p 2 + log(2d) and h q To establish the initial step of the induction, observe that, for T with n(T) = 0, we obviously have w(T) = exp ( pje !j). Now w e can check condition (3. jw ( Proof. We will show that the current lattice contour model is similar to model for q = 4 d exp ( (p 2)(du u + 1)) < 1. The dierence between (3.48) and (3.23) is due only to the presence of short contours, which is easy to deal with. We will check condition (3.2), with a(e ") and a( e ) given by (3.44). Namely, the following bound holds X e " 0 : e " 0 6 e " w(e " 0 ) exp a(e " 0 ) X e " 0 : e Contour model 3. Our next contour model describes a situation where one has a nite number of metastable phases, with a single stable phase that is dominating, owing to its more substantial low-energy excitations. The model contains contours of two t ypes, long contours ! and short contours ". Both long and short contours are triples, ! = ( e !;E(!); I ( ! )) and " = ( e ";E("); I ( " )), where (i) e ! and e " are sets of the plaquettes of the dual lattice e Z d which are the boundaries of nite connected and simple-connected sets on Z d ;
(ii) (E(!); I ( ! )) and (E("); I ( " )) are two pairs of distinct numbers from f0; : : : , m g . In fact, set f0; : : : ; m gmay be replaced by an arbitrary nite set. Physically, sets e ! and e " (called, as before, interfaces) separate dierent`phases' (outside and inside e ! and e ", respectively), and numbers E() and I() label these phases. As in model 2, we suppose that for any long contour ! diam e ! u > 1 ; (3:57) while for short contours " diam e " < u :
(3:58)
As in Section2, we denote by I n t e ! and Int e The compatibility rules for collections of !'s and "'s in model 3 are more complicated (and not even reduced to binary ones). We state these rules for any pair of long or short contours, from a given collection, which are not separated by a n y third long contour from the same collection. Here, we s a y that ! 0 = ( e and either E 00 > I 00 = E 0 > I 0 or E 00 < I 00 = E 0 < I 0 ; (i.5) e ! 0 \ e ! 00 6 = ;, Int e ! 00 Int e ! 0 and either E 0 > I 0 = E 00 > I 00 or E 0 < I 0 = E 00 < I 00 ; (i.6) e ! 0 \ e ! 00 6 = ;, Int e ! 0 \ Int e ! 00 = ; and either I 00 > E 00 = E 0 > I 0 or I 00 < E 00 = E 0 < I 0 .
Two short contours, " 0 = ( e " 0 ; E 0 ; I 0 ) and " 00 = ( e " 00 ; E 00 ; I 00 ); not separated by a long contour are compatible if (ii.1) e " 0 \ e " 00 = ; and E 0 = E 00 ;
(ii.2) e " 0 \ e " 00 6 = ;, Int e " 0 Int e " 00 or Int e " 00 Int e " 0 , E 0 = E 00 and either E 0 > I 0 ; E 00 > I 00 or E 0 < I 0 ; E 00 < I 00 ;
(ii.3) e " 0 \ e " 00 6 = ;, I n t e " 00 \ Int e " 0 = ;, E 0 = E 00 and either E 0 > I 0 ; E 00 < I 00 or E 0 < I 0 ; E 00 > I 00 .
Finally, long contour ! 0 = ( e ! 0 ; E 0 ; I 0 ) " 00 = ( e " 00 ; E 00 ; I 00 ) not separated by another long contour are compatible if (iii.1) e ! 0 \ e " 00 = ;, I n t e " 00 Int e ! 0 and I 0 = E 00 ; (iii.2) e ! 0 \ e " 00 = ;, I n t e ! 0 \ Int e " 00 = ; and E 00 = E 0 ; (iii.3) e ! 0 \ e " 00 6 = ;, Int e " 00 Int e ! 0 and either E 0 > I 0 = E 00 > I 00 or E 0 < I 0 = E 00 < I 00 ; (iii.4) e ! 0 \ e " 00 6 = ;, Int e ! 0 \ Int e " 00 = ; and either I 00 > E 00 = E 0 > I 0 or I 00 < E 00 = E 0 < I 0 .
Note that the situation Int e ! Int e " is impossible, and the inclusion is always understood in the strict sense.
We s a y that a collection f" i ; ! j g of short and long contours is compatible if any t w o of the contours not separated by a third long contour from the collection are compatible. The motivation of such a denition of compatibility is as follows. We give the denition in such a w a y that any compatible collection of long contours f! j g uniquely denes a conguration X = X(f! j g) : x 2 Z d 7 ! X x 2 f 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; m g ;with every e ! j separating the region with X x = E(! j ) from the region with X x = I(! j ).
The short contours " i , with E(" i ) = k , are situated inside the set fx 2 Z d j X x = kg; they do not change the conguration dened by f! j g.
In the current model, we suppose that the statistical weights of long and short contours satisfy the bounds jw(!)j exp pje !j j E ( ! ) I ( ! ) j (3:59) and jw(")j exp pje "j j E ( " ) I ( " ) j :
(3:60) This means that the statistical weights of the contours depend not only on the geometry of their interfaces but also on their labels E() and I(). For every value k = 0 ; : : : ; m , the metastable partition function in V , with the external phase k, is dened as
Here, the summation is extended to the compatible collections f" i g where each e
" j is contained in V in the R d -sense, and E(" j ) k. F urther, we suppose that m is even and phase m 2 is the dominant one, in the sense that Z
The full partition function of the contour model 3 is (k) (V ) = X f " i ; ! j g : f e " i ; e ! j g V;
Here, the summation is extended to the compatible collections f" i ; ! j g such that each e " i and e ! j is contained in V in the R d -sense and E(" ext i ) E(! ext j ) k.
Furthermore, " ext i and ! ext j are the external (i.e. not enclosed by another one) long and short contours, respectively. W e are interested in constructing a polymer expansion for the logarithm of the partition function (m=2) (V ) corresponding to the dominant phase. To simplify the notation, we set below Z(V ) = ( m=2) (V ). It is convenient to construct, in the current model, an analogue of the bulky contour from models 1 and 2 . This is a compatible collection, = f ! j g , of long contours, with E(f! j g) = m 2 , such that the set e = e that is an analogue of (3.48). Here we suppose that E(" i ) = m 2 for all i. The compatibility rule for the "'s and 's is an appropriate analogue of that in (3.48). More precisely, the rule is the binary one and it requires for any pair (; 0 ), ("; " 0 ) and (; "): Proof. We proceed in a way similar to Propositions 3.2 and 3.4. In analogy with (2.13) we dene jj"jj = je "j j E ( " ) I ( " ) j ;jj!jj = je !j j E ( ! ) I ( ! ) j :
(3:73) A minor dierence with the proof of the above propositions is caused by the fact that, in all calculations, j j should be replaced by j j j j ; and an additional summation over jE() I()j is carried on. This does not change the nal bounds.
Another dierence is that, instead of (3.22), we n o w h a v e, in view of (3.62), the bound Usually, a`physical' model can be described directly in terms of a contour model only when it possesses a unique limiting Gibbs measure. In fact, in many cases the description by means of contour model is a natural way to prove uniqueness. To analyse physical models with more than one phase, one usually needs the rather involved machinery of Pirogov{Sinai Theory. A situation where it can be avoided arises in models with two symmetric dominant phases. The simplest example is the symmetry between + and phases of the Ising model with zero external magnetic eld. Our next contour model provides a description of such situations.
Contour model 4. The setting is similar to model 3, with the following addenda reecting the symmetry between two selected phases, say m 2 ) and every long contour ! with E(!) = k and I(!) = l has the same statistical weight as a similar long contour with E(!) = ( k ) ; I ( ! ) = ( l ); every short contour " with E(") = k and I(") = l has the same statistical weight as an analogous short contour with E(") = ( k ) ; I ( " ) = ( because the new short contours can add, to the exponent in the right-hand side of (3.79), the correction of the order jV jd exp ( p(2du 2u + 2)) at most. Thus, Proposition 3.7 is reduced to Proposition 3.5.
Our nal models (5 and 6) have a more complicated geometry of long and short contours. We do not have a n o b vious explanation of the origin of this geometry, apart from the fact that it covers the case of the quantum system under consideration.
Contour model 5. We rst consider the case of a unique dominant phase. Model 5, like models 3 and 4, contains long and short contours. A long contour is now denoted by and dened as a pair (f! j g; ). Here, and substitute p 2 log(2d) 2 in place of (p 2) in all corresponding calculations. To make it possible, one needs a summability of statistical weights w().
Lemma 3.9 For p 4 + 2 log(2d) and t 2 log(2d) With this remark, one can proceed further exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3.5.
Contour model 6. The last contour model of this section describes a situation with two symmetric dominant phases, in the setup of model 5. Here, an analogue of Proposition 3.7 may be proved, which w e refer to as Proposition 3.10, without stating it in an explicit form.
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
In this section we use Propositions 3.8 and 3.10 in a special case of the ensemble of quantum contours (more precisely, of compatible collections of quantum contours) determined by (2.15), (2.16). As was noted before, our aim is to construct a polymer expansion for log for m odd, and obtain thereby the existence (and ergodicity) of states 0 and guring in Theorem 1. The remainig statements of Theorem 1 require an additional construction provided at the end of the section. The term probability is used below in the sense of the ensemble of quantum contours.
To match the notation from Section 3 we set, for a quantum contour : Lemma 4.1. Bound (3.83) holds for a quantum contour , with t = 2 log(2d) + 1a n dp = 2 d In turn, bound (4.13) means that, while passing from classical conguration X i () t o X i +1 (), which corresponds to a single jump, the number of plaquettes in the interface cannot increase more than by 2 d . Bounds (4.11) and (4.12) together give 
